Make fulfilling online orders as easy as taking them

If you’re going to satisfy the demands of both in-store and online shoppers, efficiency is a must. With Zebra Grocery Solutions, you’re ready to make the most of every worker every minute.

Streamline the process from click to collect

1. **Double up**
   - Turn workers into order fulfillers with multi-tasking devices

2. **Perfect picking**
   - Pick in less time by verifying items via data rich images

3. **Divide and conquer**
   - Split multiple orders to fulfill them faster

4. **Stop hunting**
   - End the wasteful search for out-of-stock items

5. **Update inventory at once**
   - Connect devices to systems for accurate inventory levels

6. **Shorten pickup lines**
   - Scan it all the first time, in no time

7. **Bag expediency**
   - Pack merchandise prior to customer’s arrival; speed up the labeling of totes and printing of receipts

8. **Curb wait times**
   - Take payments, scan coupons and print receipts curbside

**Transform data into dollars**

Let Zebra Prescriptive Analytics automate the reorder of your high-velocity goods, identify shoppers’ behavior, spot assortment preferences by region and more.

Ensure performance peaks when online orders soar.

Ask your Zebra account manager how.